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Columbia blasts off nine days of experiments
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) Columbia blasted into orbit yesterday
carrying six astronauts who quickly
put the fl billion Spacelab to work,
beginning one of the most ambitious
scientific expeditions ever undertaken - nine days of non-stop experiments that will study the heavens, the
Earth and man himself.
Astronauts Owen Garriott and Byron Lichtenberg started turning on
equipment in the 23-foot-long Spacelab, in the cargo bay of Columbia, just
three hours after they and four crewmates were launched from the Kennedy Space Center.
The launch was precisely on time,
11 ajn. EST, despite a looming
weather front that threatened a twoday delay. Columbia carried into
space the largest crew ever - six
astronauts - and was the first U.S.
launch to include a non-American,
West German Ulf Merbold.
Mission commander John Young,

53-year-old veteran making his a record sixth flight, sounded like a rookie
as Columbia orbited 155 miles above
the Earth.
"It is so neat up here." he said. "It
is really something." Earlier he
noted: "Things don't change any."
"IT'S A beautiful flying machine,"
radioed pilot Brewster Shaw Jr., 38,
who was making his first flight. "It's
really some ride. It's the smoothest
way to go you ever saw."
The crew had a bit of trouble opening the hatch that covers the tunnel
from Columbia's cabin to Spacelab.
NASA beamed down TV pictures that
showed the astronauts tugging and
yanking to no avail for several minutes, until finally they freed a recalcitrant latch and the hatch swung free.
Then Garriott, Lichtenberg and
Merbold floated through the 19-foot
tunnel and made a joint entry into
Spacelab, smiling broadly and shaking hands all around. They turned on

the lights and quickly set to work
activating the experiments. Young
also paid a brief visit before returning
to the cabin.
"Welcome to Spacelab," capsule
communicator Franklin Chang told
them.
Young and Shaw will fly Columbia,
performing some 192 manuevers,
while Garriott, 53, Lichtenberg, 35,
Merbold, 42, and Robert Parker, 46,
operate more than 70 experiments
designed by scientists from 14 countries.
POWERFUL TELESCOPES and
sensors will probe the life and death of
distant stars and gauge the energy
exploding from the Earth's own star,
the sun.
Other sensors and cameras will
focus on the Earth, mapping the land
surface and electronically sniffing the
planet's atmosphere and gauging its
magnetic fields.
A Keen-eyed German camera, capa-

ble of capturing views with a resolution of 32 feet, will take pictures not
before possible, while a radar sensor
will penetrate clouds to probe the
surface.
Sixteen experiments will study how
life forms from Earth, including man
himself, react to the weightless environment of space. Included are investigations into the space sickness
phenomena that has affected nearly
half of the 26 shuttle astronauts. The
tests include the response of human
blood cells and of the immune system
to zero gravity. The astronauts will
take and analyze blood samples
throughout the mission.
There also will be studies on the
growth in space of sunflower seedlings, a fungus and four types of
microbes.
EXOTIC METAL mixes will be
melted and crystals will be grown in
three Spacelab furnaces. These are
experiments that scientists hope will

determine the practicality of orbiting
factories that could produce products
not possible in the gravity of Earth.
Spacelab was designed and built by
the European S^ace Agency at a cost
of about $1 billion. It is a 2Woot by 14foot chamber housed in Columbia's
cargo bay that the astronauts enter
from the space cabin by moving
through a 19-foot tunnel.
Merbold and Lichto-iberg are the
first of a new breed of astronauts - the
mission specialists. They are not career astronauts, but are scientists
who were trained to operate the science instruments on this mission.
Merbold, who fled his native village in
East Germany to become a scientist
in West Germany, was selected for
the mission by the ESA. Lichtenberg
is a researcher from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The mission is the first for Columbia in a year. The craft was renovated

for the Spacelab mission, with the
laboratory installed in the cargo bay
and equipment to accommodate the
large crew installed in the cabin.
SPACELAB 1 is a cooperative mission by the United States and the 10
nations that make up the European
Space Agency. ESA gave the Spacelab to NASA and is sponsoring half the
experiments. Other experiments are
from scientists in Canada, Japan and
the United States.
The mission will fly over parts of
the Earth not seen from previous
shuttle flights. The launch carried
Columbia north, parallel to the U.S.
East Coast, and then over Northern
Europe. Its orbital path will cover
points farther north and south than
previous missions, giving the astronauts views of all of South America,
Africa, Australia, all of the United
States except Alaska, and most of
Europe, Asia and the Soviet Union.

'Main Street' for sale
by Mike Mclntyre
reporter

Thursday night in Bowling Green
can usually be associated with dime
beers at Main Street, but soon that
tradition may come to an end.
According to Bob Beers, owner of
Main Street, there is a good chance
the bar will be sold by Christmas
break.
Though the bar remains open now,
Beers said, "I've been speaking with
the buyers for eight or nine weeks
now. As of now we have not yet come
to terms. I have not signed anything
yet"
"I have always liked Main Street, I
wish it wouldn t close because I am
going to have to find another lob,"
;e Smith, senior education/com-

munications major and manager at
Main Street, said.
Steve Fuller, senior broadcast journalism major and disc jockey at Main
Street, said there have been rumors
about the sale of the bar since early
October.
Fuller said, "I wish the bar
wouldn't close, I love working at Main
Street. It seems as though I'll lose my
job if it closes, but I did hear rumors
that there may be a bar upstairs when
the restaurant moves in,'' he said.
Beers said the prospective buyers
plan to turn Main Street into a restaurant.
BEERS SATO his employees would
receive at least a week's notice before
the sale is made. He said the restaurant may use some of the employees
presently working at Main Street, but

he had no way of knowing who or how
many.
Beers said, "I'm selling strictly
because of business reasons. I love
the students and business is going
well, but if you can buy something for
a dollar and sell it for a dollar and a
half then you better do it."
Some students expressed their
views on the closing of Main Street.
Chrissy Posewitz, freshman education major, said, "I wish Main Street
wouldn't close because it is one of the
best bars in Bowling Green. I'm
really going to miss dime beers."
Dave Giacomin, freshman construction technology major, said,
"We don't need a new restaurant.
Main Street is a good place to meet
people and you can't beat the price on .
Thursdays. I wish it would stay
open."

Parties criticize Celeste
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Gov.
Richard Celeste is being criticized by
Republicans publicly and Democrats
privately for channeling $15,000 in
political contributions to Lt. Gov.
Myrl Shoemaker.
The governor's campaign denies
that the payments were intended as a
salary supplement to Shoemaker,
who serves as both lieutenant governor and director of natural resources.
Some Democrats, who did not want
to be identified, viewed the development with regret yesterday and
predicted that - ethical questions
aside - it could hurt fund-raising by
both the governor and the party.
"People who have contributed to his
campaign are now going to say
they re not going to do It if he's going
to use the money that way. They're
going to say 'why should we be giving
money to pay someone's salary,'
one source said.
"These kind of things hurt everybody," another source said.

Assistant House Minority Leader
Waldo Bennett Rose, R-Lima, assailed Celeste and his staff for putting
Shoemaker in such a position.

He said Shoemaker would be entitled to receive three more annual
payments in that amount whether or
not he continued in his dual role as
lieutenant governor/natural resources director.
"If he quits tomorrow as natural
resources director he would still get
this money for the balance of the
term," Teaford said.

Paperwork.

Peggy Staiger. junior human resource management major, digs through a pile of applications for admission to the
University in the Office of Undergraduate Admissions.

ROSE SAID he was "angry at the
governor and the governor's staff"
over the matter.
"There is just absolutely no excuse
for them to ill-use a man of Myri's
(quality)," Rose said. "There is not a
"NO, ITS not a supplement to his
dishonest bone in Myrl Shoemaker's
body. He's worth every dime and a salary. It absolutely isn't," Teaford
whole lot more than what he's being said. "It was for his work in the by Don Lee>
reporter
campaign."
paid from whatever source."
A finance report filed with SecreTotalitarian governments have
In addition to Shoemaker's suppletary of State Sherrod Brown last week
by the old Celeste in '82 Committee ment, the report filed by the Gover- been known to imprison those who
and the newly formed Governor's nor's Committee showed a computer disagree with their regime's politics.
Committee reflected two payments of company operated by Celeste's These prisoners are often subjected to
$7,500 each in campaign funds to brother, Theodore, was paid $61,000. the worst kinds of physical and menTheodore Celeste was also paid $10,- tal torture, and some simply "disapShoemaker for consulting services.
Hamilton Teaford, committee trea- 000 for work on the governor s inaugu- pear," according to one University
surer, denied late yesterday that the ral in January while the governor's professor.
Dr. Michael Mott is a member of a
payment was intended as a supple- son, Eric, was paid $1,000 tor inauguBowling Green group dedicated to
ral work.
ment to Shoemaker's state salary.
doing something about this sort of
situation. Mott. professor of English,
is co-founder of Group 256 of Amnesty
International - USA, the United States
branch of Amnesty International.
AIUSA Group 256 is conducting a
letter-writing campaign on behalf of
the port wounded four construction Dennis Brooks, said.
Inna Chernyavskaya, a Soviet citizen
workers shortly after noon. Police
A grenade and some small arms jailed in a labor camp in the Ukraine.
were unable to determine who was fire hit the southern perimeter of the She was arrested for publicizing the
responsible for the first shelling of the base, Brooks said. He -said Marines arrest of several Ukranian nationals
harbor area since Israel's 1982 sum- returned the fire with small arms and in 1972, and was charged with "antimer invasion of Lebanon.
machine guns.
Soviet slander" and spreading antiOne salvo of five shells and rockets
At daybreak, two artillery rounds government propaganda.
slammed into the harbor area about a hit the airport runway. Brooks said
Letters have been written by group
mile east of the U.S. Embassy on the origin of those shells was not members and outside volunteers reWest Beirut's seafront.
determined.
cruited by the group to the Soviet
"NOTHING FELL close enough to
In southern Lebanon, 12 Israeli Ambassador, officials in Moscow, and
alarm us," embassy spokesman John tanks crossed the Awali River, which to the commandant of the labor camp
Stewart said.
has been the self-imposed front line in which Chernyavskaya is being
The artillery and rocket-propelled for Israel. The tanks apparently were held.
grenade attacks on the U.S. Marine a warning to warring Druse and
contingent at Beirut's international Christian militiamen in Lebanon's
GROUP 256 prisoner coordinator
airport came before midnight and at Chouf Mountains to stop fighting, John Calderonelio said the group has
daybreak, Marine spokesman, Maj.
Lebanese reporters in the area said.
been averaging one letter a week on

Letters free prisoners

Gunners shell harbor
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - U.S. jets
thundered over Beirut yesterday after two overnight attacks on American Marines, and gunners shelled the
capital's harbor for the first time
since the summer of 1982.
In Tripoli, besieged PLO chief Yasser Arafat accused Syria of massing
troops near the port city.
The American jets flew reconnaissance sorties over Beirut and nearby
hills after the attacks on Marine positions. The shooting caused no casualties to the Marines and only minor
damage to the Beirut airport where
the Marines are stationed.
But the 15-minute bombardment of

—the bottom lineBus union
votes down
latest offer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Members of
the Amalgamated Transit Union have
voted overwhelmingly to reject the
latest Greyhound offer to settle a
bitter strike, a union official said
yesterday.
Rex Hardesty, a spokesman for the
AFLCIO here, revealed the vote as
representatives of the union were
meeting with reporters in the Phoe-

bg news staff/James Youll

Chernyavskaya's behalf since they
began work on her case last year;
outside contributions have brought
the total to over 100 letters.
He added that the Amnesty International main office in London had race ived information on
Chernyavskaya from the Ukranian
nationalist underground, and from
the Ukranian underground newspaper, Samizdat.

Group 256 is stepping up its letter
Amnesty International tries to stay
campaign now because there is the politically neutral, especially in U.S.possibility that Chernyavskaya's sen- Soviet relations, said Or. Donald Mctence will be lengthened as her pre- Quarie, University associate professent term ends. Dr. Alice Heim sor of sociology and group member.
Calderonelio, Group 256 leader and "We're also against the death penalty
University associate professor of En- anywhere in the world."
glish, said.
Amnesty International is a world"Amnesty International in itself is
wide organization whose principal pretty unique," Kristina Ahovuori, a
aim is to secure the release of people University exchange student from
imprisoned because of their religious Helsinki, Finland, said. "It's the only
or political beliefs, race, color, or sex organization in the world that is doing
"provided they have not used or advo- this (on a widespread basis)." Ahovuori said she had worked for AI for five
cated violence," Mott said.
years in Finland and "was really glad
AMNESTY International petitions to find a group here."
for prisoners' releases through letterGroup 256 is not a University-affilwriting campaigns such as the one
being conducted by Group 258. The iated organization, Mott said, alcentral office compiles information though "well over half of the people in
on political prisoners ("prisoners of the group are faculty members or
conscience" is the official AI term) students at Bowling Green."
Amnesty International was a 1977
and distributes it to branch organizarecipient of the Nobel Peace Prize.
tions in various countries.

inside
nix, Ariz., home base of Greyhound.
According to Hardesty, 9,181 union
members voted to reject the new
offer, while only 335 voted in favor of
it. That represented a margin of 96.4
percent voting against the strike.
Hardesty noted, however, that
about 3,000 members of the union did
not cast ballots on the latest company
offer.

• The University men's oasketDail team
stomped FincHov 70-55 Saturday night
during its season opener Page 7.

Local chapters then "adopt" prisoners and begin publicity and letterwriting campaigns.
These letter-writing campaigns are
often successful; a number of prisoners have been released as a direct or
indirect result of AI letter campaigns.
The AIUSA Group in Toledo was
instrumental in releasing the editor of
the Solidarity newsletter from a Polish jail, according to John Calderonelio.
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Snow flumes today with a high near
35 Low in the mia-2us tonight
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editorial- He runs a business during war

Commencement
speaker wanted

/Commencement. It marks an end and a beginning, recogv-mizing those who have secured all the requirements for
the bachelor's, master's or doctorate degree here at the
University.
As a university or college bids graduates farewell and
goodluck during this event, the institution traditionally
schedules a speaker who shares a few stimulating words, a
challenging and entertaining message. This is typically an
established person whose thoughts and unsolicited advice
tend to remind the graduates of their education here and how
it can be assessed to the world.
Graduation is a special time and the News believes
someone "special" should be requested to speak during it.
While not breeding contempt to the University's past choices
in speakers, we question the University's method of seeking
its Summer and Fall commencement exercise speakers.
Unlike the Spring commencement speaker who is chosen
after an extensive search by a University appointed committee, which seeks outside candidates months prior to the
exercise, Summer and Fall commencement speakers are
decided by the President's office with little outside input and
are most often selected from within the University. People
from the outside tend to receive an honorarium, or fee, and
those from within do not. It appears to us that the University
may only be willing to dish out money for the "normal" time
to graduate.
This does not seem fair to us so yesterday we called a few
outsiders who we thought might be good candidates for
future commencement speakers just to see what they would
say if invited to speak here. We kept our ideas realistic and
the budget tight as we know the bills are high at the
University.
A spokesperson at the Statehouse said Gov. Richard
Celeste is more than willing to speak at graduations for no fee
as long as he is contacted early enough and he has no other
time restrictions. Donna Owens, the first women mayor of
Toledo, said she would enjoy speaking here also for no
charge. J. F. terHorst, former press secretary to President
Gerald Ford who is now a public relations person with the
Ford Motor Co., said he might have come for a small fee.
Jerry Springer, a news commentator from Cincinnati who
was a gubernatorial candidate in the past election, said he
would speak as long as his expenses were paid and if a few
hundred dollars were thrown in too.
After ignoring the University's historical and traditional
approach to seeking its Summer and Fall commencement
speakers and doing a little research on our own, we challenge
the administration to do the same next time around.

Miller thanks students
for pre-election party
I want to express my appreciation
to a group of BGSU students who
became interested in my campaign,
and then honored me by inviting me,
my wife and Ralph and Donna Olson
to a party on Nov. 18.
The students Mickey DeChellis, Jay
Weiland, Scott Smith and Rick Goeka
of Campus Manor Apts. invited some
200 young people to the party to meet
us. It was a most enjoyable experience for us to be a part of this group

and to meet and talk with a large
number of those present. The very
warm and friendly fellowship will
always be remembered by us as a
very positive experience in collegetown relationships. We sincerely hope
that such positive communications
can continue to occur.
The Olsons and the Millers again
•"Thanks" Mickey, Jay, Scott and
Rick. We hope to meet all of them and
many, many others in friendly situations that occur in our town.
Ed Millar
Councilman alact

by Monte Hayes

accountant for General Motors in the
States?"
Those thoughts usually come after
At 6 feet 7 inches, American businessman Phil Hand is a big presence his plant has been shut down all day
in this small, war-torn land, and not by a power blackout or when he's
having difficulty getting the dollars
just because of his height.
Dozens of other Americans conduct- needed to import bottles and cans.
Guerrilla attacks on the nation's
ing business here and many well-to-do
Salvadorans abandoned El Salvador power grid are part of the rebels'
when leftist rebels and rightist death campaign to sabotage the economy.
squads intensified their campaigns of The country is also strapped for foreign exchange to finance imports.
urban terrorism in 1980.
Bon Appetit's gross sales this year
The 36-year-old Hand decided to
stay despite the civil war. In 1981, he will be around $800,000, twice last
invested much of his savings in a year's figure, but the net profit after
small canned food company and took three years is less than $5,000.
"What I'd like to do is get it into a
over as its manager.
"People think I'm a crazy gringo nice, medium-sized, well-managed
for investing in El Salvador. My company. I don't have plans to be
American and Salvadoran friends super-rich. I enjoy what I'm doing
questioned my judgment," he said, right now. I'd just like to be able to
smiling. "But I had a lot of faith that live off it," he said.
Hand, with a neatly trimmed beard
in the long run the Salvadorans would
and thinning, sandy-colored hair, has
solve their problems."
In 1962 the Committee of Salvado- a lean, athletic build. He keeps in
ran Exporters recognized Hand's ef- shape by playing in an industrial
forts by naming him exporter of the basketball league.
His participation in the league is a
year, the first foreigner so honored.
Hand, originally from the San Fran- sign of the close involvement with the
cisco Bay area, arrived in El Salva- Salvadoran people that sets him apart
dor in 1975 as an accountant with a from other foreign businessmen. AnBritish tobacco company after having other sign is his marriage in October
spent five years with the firm in to a Salvadoran.
"I thought by staying around I
Honduras.
Once here, he fell in love with the would encourage Salvadorans to
country's beaches and lakes, its year- stay," he said.
He also takes pride in his comparound warm weather and, most of all,
its "pleasant, hard-working" people. ny's small contribution to improving
Knowing the tobacco company would the war-wrecked economy.
"It gives me great satisfaction that
transfer him one day, he began
we've got 35 to 50 people working looking for a way to stay.
The opportunity came in January there's so much unemployment
1981 when be and a Salvadoran busi- here," he said.
Hand has never been the target of
ness associate bought a small canning
plant, renamed it Bon Appetit and any threats and only twice has he had
run-ins with the leftist guerrillas who
expanded production.
Besides meeting local demand for have been fighting for four years to
specialty items no longer imported overthrow the U.S\-backed conservabecause of lack of dollars, the com- tive government.
Both times occurred at roadblocks
Cy also began exporting palm
rts, baby corn, ketchup and other outside the capital. Both times he
made
a "contribution" to the rebel
Broducts. Most of the exports go to the
cause and was allowed to pass.
nited States.
"I don't take a fatalistic attitude,
"It was the right moment to do it.
I'm a firm believer that every prob- but at the same time you have to
lem presents opportunities..You just maintain a certain faith that things
will work out for the best," he said.
have to find them," Hand said.
For Hand, that faith means going
But Hand admitted there are times
out to dinner at night without looking
when he has doubts.
"At times I ask myself what I'm over his shoulder to see who's followdoing here - wouldn't it be easier to be ing him. It means carrying no gun and

not using an armored car.
"There are no guards around here,
as you can see, he said, pointing
towards the interior of his warehouse
in this mountain town of 67,000 people
seven miles southwest of the capital.
He said, however, that the atmosphere of violence that pervades El
Salvador touches everyone, himself
included.

"We've got a lot of very hurt people
here. We have people who've had
their whole families massacred.
They're bound to feel vengeful," he
said. "Even if peace comes tomorrow, there are going to be a lot of
problems."
Monte Hayes is a writer for the Associated Press.
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With missiles majority does not rule
by Garry Wllla
The West German Parliment voted
to deploy Pershing and cruise missiles by a narrow margin for such an
important step - 286 votes for deployment, 226 against. Even if this vote
reflected a slim majority, out among
the people, in favor of the missiles,
the move would be disturbing.
The passion of the missiles' opponents, their willingness to march and
be arrested, snows the depth of feeling that outruns normal forms of
political discontent. Even when such
people are in a minority, their impact
is bound to be great - it not to reverse
the government.
The reason for this lies in what
political scientists call the intensity
factor: If a passionate minority opposes some measure, while a mild
majority supports it, social discontent
will be high no matter what decision is
made - and possibly higher if the
hesitant or doubtful majority prevails.
nuii u
WIIJT prudent
pi uueut legislators
legislature
That
is why
always try to move with more than a
bare majority; aim, even, at consen-

sus or as near as one can get to it.
Japan is famous for working at such
solidarity; but even in American we
have learned to balance majority
procedure with the regard for ardent
minorities. Many resisted changes in
American law have been a way of
yielding to such minority claims from women's suffrage to civil rights
bills.
So, as I say, the West German
government would be shaky even if a
are majority supported missile deployment against intense opposition.
But - here is the shocker - a majority
of the West German people do NOT
want to accept the missiles. Not only
that, the majority is 2-to-l against
them (48 percent to 25 percent). In
other words, the German government
has the worst of both worlds. A large
and passionate minority cares so
much about these missiles that it will
go to jail to protest against them. And
an even larger majority agrees with
that minority's views.
Why does the ruling party so jeoparuize
uy defying
ueiying a majority
dize its tenure by
of the electorate? To honor a commitment to the alliance, according to

those who voted for the missiles. What
that means is: to retain American
support. The rulers would prefer less
dangerous hostages on their soil -such
as* more American troops. But they
figure they must settle for what they
can get. This makes them, in effect,
America's puppets in their own country. And the Germans are not alone
here. The Gallup Poll organization
finds a majority of the British opposed to the missiles at Greenham
Common, by 48 percent to 41 percent.
In Italy, the majority opposed is overwhelming, 62 percent to 27 percent.
Taken as a bloc, the NATO countries
are accepting American missiles
against the wishes of a majority of the
European people.
When Eastern European countries
do the bidding of a superpower
against the wishes of their own people
we call them satellites, held within an
orbit that offers them protection while
diminishing their freedoms.

position is the same. And if the repression implicit in the principle has not
become explicit, yet, on our side well, give it time. It is shocking
enough to assert the principle. What is
to hinder our going further once that
is accepted?

How, except in degree, does that

This another step in the old process
by which people come to resemble
their enemies. If the Soviets spy on
themselves, so will we. If they engage
in terrorism, we will try to assassinate foreign leaders, overthrow governements, create puppets. If they
have a bloc of European satellites, so
will we.
But I do not, in fact, think we can
absorb people still as free as the
NATO countries are. Their own freedom fighters, the demonstrators
against our absorption of their counties, will bring down the nascent puppet governments and again exert
their will - but only after we have put
them through much anguish, political
turmoil and physical peril.

ous weapons on the unwilling populaces of Europe? In principle, the

tht
Garry Wills is a columnist for the
Universal Press Syndicate.
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Hidden, recorded voices breed paranoia in city traveler
by Art Buchwald
My last column dealt with subliminal voices. This one deals with liminal
ones. We are now entering the age of
recorded messages. I didn't realize
how pervasive it was until I had to fly
to Atlanta the other day. After I
deplaned I took a long walk and then a
long escalator into the bowels of the
earth, and waited for a two-car train
to take me several stops to another
long escalator which would bring me
back up to the crust to claim my
Re.
ain pulled in and a voice said,
"This is the B station. Please enter
and go to the center of the train."
This was a reasonable request, but

„ IT followed the mob trying to board,
as
my carry-on bag got caught and I held
the door so I wouldn't be dragged
along the train. The voice said, and I
swear I am not making this up.
"Someone is holding the door ana
venting the rest of you from movT
'I can't help it," I shouted. "My
strap is caught."

The voice sounded angrier. "Someone is holding the door. The train
cannot start."
I finally broke the strap and
squeezed on the train. Everyone was
staring at me. I tried to smile. "It
wasn't my fault," I said defensively.
A dozen hostile eves were on me. The
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voice said, "Please do not stand near
the door as we approach station A.'
"I'm not standing near the door," I
shouted at the loudspeaker. "Does
anyone see me standing near the
door?" The other passengers looked
away in disgust.
By the time I got to station AI was
in a cold sweat trying to figure out
how to get off the train by not standing
near the door. I made it to the platform just as the doors closed behind
me.
Then I went to rent a car. It was a
new sedan and when I started it up a
voice came out of the dashboard and
said, "Your safety belt is not fastened." I could have sworn it was the
same voice who bawled me out on the
train. I quickly fastened the safety
belt. The voice repeated itself, "Your
safety belt is not fastened." I undid it
and fastened it again.
The voice repeated, "Your safety
belt is not fastened."
After being told two more times I
called over the rental attendant.
"This car keeps telling me my safety
belt isn't fastened."
"Don't pay any attention to it," he
said. "It's been telling our customers
that for three days."
I drove to my hotel. By the time I
got there I was smashing my fist
against the dashboard.
I checked into one of those huge
glass greenhouses with the elevators

on the outside of the building. As soon
as I got in the voice said, "There is no
smoking on the elevator. Press the
button just once. This elevator does
not go to the roof garden. If you wish
to go to the root garden take the
elevators on the other side of the
lobby."
"I don't want to go to the roof
garden and I'm not smoking.'' I
yelled. A couple took one look at me
and got off.
I finally got to my room and locked
the door. The first thing I did was
search it for loudspeakers. If they

Clear Views

were there they were carefully hidden. Then I called down for room
service. A recorded voice answered,
"All lines for room service are busy
now. Please hold on until someone is
available to take your order." I
slammed the phone down.
Then I turned on the TV set. It was
the same voice. "In case of fire follow
these instructions c-vefulry." I turned
off the set.
There was nothing left but to go to
sleep. I left a wakeup call for 7 a.m.
The phone woke me up. "It It 7
a.m."

"Thank you," I said. "What's the
th<
weather like outside?"
The voice said, "It is 7 a.m."
"Look, is it could or raining or
snowing or what?"
"It is 7 a.m."
"Hello. This is a guest in room 1209.
Is anybody there?"
The voice said once more, "It is 7
a.m.," and then there was a click and
dead silence. There was nobody there.
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the
LOB Angeles Press Syndicate.

byl Downing and T. Geary
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Thefts down,
burglaries up
by Morcy Grande
slarl reporter'

Public Safety figures compiled for
October indicate significant increases
of burglary, criminal charges and
activities in housing units compared
with September. But there has been a
decline in traffic charges and no reported sexual offenses.
Incidences of burglary (theft by
means of forced entry) rose from 10 in
September to 17 in October. However,
records showed the number of thefts
have slightly decreased from 27 to 22
in the last month.
Bill Bess, director of Public Safety,
said the number of thefts should be
affected since crime prevention programs have been coordinated by Sargeant Charlotte Starnes.
"Now that we are pushing these
programs and we have the money to
put into them, there should be bigger
drops in theft," Bess said.

Criminal charges rose almost SO
percent (from nine to 17) while incidences of housing unit activity rose
from. 44 in September to 59 in October.
Bess could not cite reasons for the
increases and decline but did mention
the department is seeking to establish
crime specific analysis, (studies in
which patterns and correlations in
statistics could be linked to significant reductions and increases among
various activities).
"Right now we have no methods for
investigation. All our records must be
sorted through by hand, and we don't
have the staff available (to study
these records)." Bess said. "With
computerized records and more peoCle, we can sort out factors of crime to
elp us with analysis of activity."
Bess said the department has made
these two requests for the budget, but
must await the outcome until the
budget report is released in May.

Noise interrupts classes

Life

SciencesBldg.renovated

ing the concrete and stone panels on
the outside of the building used to
protect the structure. He added that
Students who have had classes in these fixtures were supposed to last
the Life Sciences Building this semes- the life of the building, but moisture
ter may have found they were unable and harsh winter temperatures have
to concentrate due to the steady sound taken their toll on the panels.
An outside contracting firm has
of jackhammers.
The renovation of the building has been hired by the University to finish
been a high priority project since it the project which is tentatively schedwas begun in the summer of 1982, uled for completion this spring, Mcaccording to Robert McGeein, direc- Geein said, He added that the project
tor of capital planning at the Univer- has been shut down for the winter
months with work to resume in the
sity.
He said the project involves replac- spring.

by Dina Horwedel
reporter

r dateline

Nov. 29, 1983
Video - The UAO Video Game Tournament registration for the Dec. 8
competition will be open from 8 a.m.
to 5p.m. in the UAO office, 3rd floor of
the Union. Participant's scores will be
totaled for 10 minute play on Qubert,
Defender, Centipede, Kangaroo, or
Star Wars. Each $1 entry fee includes
tokens for playing one game. Open to
all.
Art - There will be a Laser Art Sale
today from 10 a.m. to S p.m. in the
Union Foyer. Sponsored by the Arnold

MCGEEIN SAID funding for the
project was made possible from appropriations petitioned from the State
Capitol. He said the Psychology
Building also needs similar work, but
the University will have to secure
funds for that from the state as well.
"We have a lot of buildings on
campus that require major repairs
and rehabilitation is included in the
University's capital budget plan now
being developed," McGeein said.

"The capital budget plan itself is a
document which outlines the needs of
the University in the areas of facility
improvements, facility expansions,
and facility renovations and major
repairs."

McGeein said "getting the funds to
do the work included in the capital
plan is another arena. Funding levels
each year are uncertain, and as funding is available, work is done on the
highest priority projects."

Air Force Society and Angel Flight.
All are welcome.
Select-a-Sport - Platform Tennis
skills will be demonstrated at 4 p.m.
on the Platform Courts at the Student
Rec Center. Sponsored by the SRC.
Free and open to all.
Skating - Weekly sessions for skating
instructions will be held at the Ice
Arena from 8-10 p.m. Sponsored by
the University Skating Club. Open to
students, faculty and staff.
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Sex bias suits costly Trial hurts former priest
AKRON, Ohio (AP) Most victims of sex discrimination at work can't
afford the time or money to
take their fight to court
where the odds of winning
are slim, says a local attorney who handles sex bias
suits.
"Most people without a
job, moat victims of discrimination, have no resources to fight," attorney
Judith Nicely said.
Of the cases that so to
trial, Nicely said only 30
percent to 40 percent have
a chance of winning. Most
cases are settled before
they get to court.

Few sex discrimination
cases receive the attention
as the case involving former Kansas City TV
anchorwoman Christine
Craft, who won a $300,000
sex discrimination award.
A judge later reversed the
jury's verdict.
"Most work we've done
in the employment area is
not for women in management. We get factory workers, women who want to be
firefighters and police, the
lower level," Kathryn Olson, attorney for the Women's Law Fund in
Cleveland, a non-profit
firm specializing in women's issues, said.'

iStanley H.Kaplan

The Smart

MOVE!

The Law Fund has filed
lawsuits against communities around the country
since it was formed 10
years ago. The Cleveland
Fire Department waa recently singled out for under-representing women
as part of a widespread
challenge to the sexual
makeup and height and
weight requirements for
municipal jobs.
"SAFETY FORCES are
still a bastion of male dominance," Olson said. "We
haven't had the chance to
worry about pensions yet."
Local cases reflect the
type of cases filed nationwide - sexual harassment
on the job, denial of promotions, sex-segregated jobs,
different pay for men and
women doing essentially
the same jobs and problems with maternity benefits.
This fall, botanist Shirley Graham finally had full
faculty privileges restored
at Kent State University
more than 10 years after
she lost a part-time teach-

ing position at KSU. The
temporary position she
had held for 10 years was
split in 1974 and given to
two male graduate students with fewer qualifications.
• Graham was forced to do
research at home and was
ineligible for grants without a university affiliation.
Her case was finally settled and last month she
received a $125,000 grant
from the National Science
Foundation.
"This is what they've
prevented me from doing
all these years," Graham
said. "I think a lot of university practices have
changed because of this
complaint. It was worth it,
but discrimination can be
so subtle, it takes an almost blatant case to win
now."
SEX BIAS cases generally follow a pattern. After
filing a complaint with the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission or State
Civil Rights Commission,
ElaLntiffs are free to file a
iwsuit.

SANDUSKV, Ohio (AP)
- A former Roman Catholic priest cleared of drug
trafficking charges says
his future as a drug counselor is cloudy because his
marijuana-smoking habits
were bared during the
trial.
An Erie County Common
Pleas Court jury found
Richard Eckel innocent of
three drug-related counts
on Nov. 19. But Eckel's
victory is incomplete because of the publicity surrounding the case, he said.
"There were some people who I felt I had a
relationship with that,
when the arrest and indictment came down, sort of
ran for high water. And
that hurts, Eckel said in
an interview with the Sandusky Register.
"It doesn't hurt so much
because I understand

SIGN UP NOW
in UAO OFFICE

LIQUER MAKING
WORKSHOP

GMAT-LSAT-GRE

I

TOMORROW NOV. 30th
ALUMNI ROOM, UNION

EDUCATIONAL
C€NT«P>

Toledo, Ohio
536-3701

7:00 - 9:30
$5.00 due upon sign-up, must be 21

■V.VYf OLLEGE NIGHT^^
ADULTS $2.99

Y

A Chopped Steak or Filet of Fish Dinner with Baked Potato, Warm
Roll with Butter and the World's Biggest, Best Salod Buffet, or...
Enjoy a Ribeye Steok Dinner Complete for just $3.59.

CHILDREN .99
Hamburger or Hot Dog with Choice of Potato
and Pudding or Gelatin.

The undercover police
officer posed as a drug
addict needing help, which
Eckel said prompted him
to make the sale.
"A situation happened
where I guess I made a
judgment based upon the
circumstances and that
judgment in the eyes of
some people was the wrong
judgment, OK?" EckS

ECKEL SAID if he's not
reinstated as a consultant
to the Citizens Council on
Domestic Violence, he and
his wife, Brenda, probably
will have to leave the area
so he can find new work.
It was through his work
as a counselor that Eckel
said he thinks he became a
target for police. He admitted selling drugs to police undercover agents, but
the jurv accepted his defense of police entrapment.

As a counselor, Eckel
said he thinks he could
accept a new client without
fearing it was another police informant. Eckel said
his credibility as a counselor emerged from the
trial intact.
"It's an area I eat, sleep
and live with because I'm
comfortable in that area,"
he said. "There isn't too
much I haven't kept up
with."
. .
ECKEL SAID he hopes
in the near future to start a

■ob

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- A 25-year-old woman was
beaten and raped in the
basement of a house over
the weekend while about 15
other people, some of them
aware of what was happening, continued a party upstairs, police said
yesterday.
Madison Township Police Detective Michael
Ratliff said the woman
cried for help, but her cries

were ignored.
"There were other parties (people) in the house
who did nothing to aid
her," Ratliff said of the
Saturday night attack.
He said the woman escaped about midnight,
calling police from a neighboring house. She later
was treated at St. Anthony
Hospital for facial cuts and
bruises.
After her call, officers
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Reames has been
charged with kidnapping
and rape.

BUT WHEN detectives
tried to question Reames,
he wouldn't answer the
door or talk to police by
telephone, Ratliff said. He
said Reames stayed in the
house for about 3Vz hours
before walking out and surrendering to SWAT officers Sunday morning.

Ratliff said the woman,
who was Intoxicated, was
"in hysterics" after escaping from the basement of
the house shortly after
midnight. She had attended the day-long party
earlier Saturday and had
returned with friends in
the evening, he said.
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American
Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR VOUR LIFE

B.G.S.U. LAW SOCIETY MEETING
3:30 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 30th
Wood County Courthouse
(Meet inside the front doors
facing E. Court St.)
This Week's
"Something Extra" Special

Undergraduate Literary Magazine
accepting submissions:
Submit to:

Why if MnjwBunW"«FUcuaiorfW<
anodatceut1 CfcMntmiU amthagood

don't think it's ever
right to break the law as
far as the law as you see it
in your conscience. I'm a
morally-based person in
that regard," Eckel said.
He said that in time, he's
sure he will be able to find
something good in his sixday trial.

went to the home ot James
Clinton Reames, 26, Ratliff
said.
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Prairie Margins
Here's the inside story
of our new
Buttermilk Biscuits.

statewide crisis-intervention hotline to stop men
who beat their wives.
He said his personal use
of drugs was wrongly
made an issue in the trial.
And he doesn't believe his
admitted use of marijuana
and hashish make him a
criminal.
"We tend and the legal
definitions tend to make
things black and white
there," he said. "In reality, they're not. Coffee is a
drug. Nicotine and cigarettes, that is a drug. Your
over-the-counter drugs. All

Woman raped at party

t&*ot&*a*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*Oi

PREPARATION FOR:

that's how human beings
act When you're a winner,
everybody loves you: when
you're a loser, you can't do
anything right. '
Eckel had been a priest
in Sandusky for seven
years before leaving to get
married in 1972. Afterward, he worked as a
drug counselor, a job he's
not sure he can return to at least in Sandusky.
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Racism cited as reason for Alabama violence
WARREN, Ohio (AP) Racism caused the bloody
confrontation in Alabama
last February that brought
attempted murder charges
against several members
of a Warren family, the
city's mayor and a church
leader said yesterday.

whites and four blacks told
the judge a consensus
could not be reached after
20 hours of deliberation.

The 14-day trial of Worrie Taylor, 49, of Warren,
ended in a mistrial Sunday
when the jury of eight

Sferra had gone to Montgomery to testify as a
character witness for Taylor, who was charged with

"There's no question it's
racial," Warren Mayor
Daniel Sferra said yesterday.

attempted murder in the
shooting of a white Montgomery policeman.
Prosecutors say a new
trial will be requested.

news Sunday night.
"WE WERE shocked
when we heard it," Mosley
said. "I asked myself,
'What does a hung jury
mean?'"

The Rev. William MosMosley said the outcome
ley, minister of the Second
Baptist Church of Warren "shows that racism still
and head of the Taylor exists in institutions and in
Legal Defense Fund, said the hearts and minds of
he learned of the mistrial individuals."
while watching television
"I wonder now just what

kind of feeling will the people of Warren have when
they go south," the minister said. "Many go back
for family reunions. Would
they be fearful that they,
too, would be broken
into?"
Taylor is the first of several family members from
Ohio and Michigan to stand
trial in the Feb. 27 confrontation between black

funeral mourners and two
plainclothes police officers. The officers were
beaten and one was shot
after they chased a man
into a house filled with
people mourning the death
of Taylor's mother.
Prosecutors contended
that the officers were savagely beaten after they
identified themselves.
SFERRA SAID he has
known Taylor for several

Hills department store let
shoppers inside only in
manageable groups of 10,
even though some had
waited since 3 a.m. All 120
dolls were bought in 30
minutes.
An estimated 5,000 shoppers had mobbed a Hills
store in Charleston, W.Va.,
the day before.
"They knocked over tables, they were fighting
with each other - there
were people in mid-air,"
manager Scott Belcher
said. Grown men snatched
dolls from the hands of
little boys and women and
children were knocked to
the floor.

AS THE magnitude of
the demand for the Cabbage Patch dolls became
clear, buyers and sellers
alike began trying to think
of ways to avoid the pandemonium that prompted police to come out Sunday in
Concord, N.H., and-Milwaukee.
The Rowe-Manse Emporium in Clifton, N.J., a
specialty department
store, is serving as a broker between people who
have the dolls and those
who are desperately trying
to buy them. Olga vapner,
manager of the store, said
Rowe-Manse is buying the
dolls for $40, roughly twice

the going price, and selling
them for $50.
"They are becoming collector's items," Vapner
said.
All the fuss is over 16inch dolls that have yarn
hair and outstretched
arms and come with birth
certificates, adoption papers, disposable diapers
and detailed fingers and
toes. Computer-designed
features give each doll a
unique appearance.
"It is a great, great gimmick; even if your neighbor has that doll, yours is
different," Barbara
Wruck, spokeswoman for
the distributor, Coleco In-

dustries Inc. of West Hartford, Conn, said.
In Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
one woman suffered a broken leg Sunday and four
other people were also hurt
when things got out of hand
at one store. A frightened
store official armed him-

self with a baseball bat.
COLECO HAS stepped
up production and expects
to ship 2.5 million of the
dolls by year's end, Wruck
said.
"They're so funnylooking, they're cute," she
said
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Elbert Taylor and Michigan family members
Larry Hill and Willie Taylor Sr. face trial on attempted murder charges.

$!^ American Heart
Association

Shoppers mob 'Cabbage' doll sales
(AP) - Police tried yesterday to keep crowds at bay
after thousands of people
knocked over displays and
each other on the first
weekend of the holiday
season while trying to buy
"Cabbage Patch Kids/'
the cuddly dolls with computer-designed faces.
A Toyland department
store manager in Frederick, Md., handed out numbered cards before the
store opened, and six police officers with a bullhorn kept order in a crowd
of 200 shoppers waiting to
buy the dolls yesterday in
Hagerstown, Md.
In Star City, W.Va.. the

was among those charged
in the confrontation. He
said someone called him
with news of the mistrial.
"I thank God it's all over
with," Elbert Taylor said.
"I dont know what to say
about that."

years, and expected him to
be cleared of the charge.
"Nobody ever said anything bad about him,"
Sferra said. "I went as a
character witness because
I knew he was a good person. And if the people in the
community didn't respect
him, I wouldn't have gone
down."
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Spokesman says poll reflects race for president
Glenn, D-Ohio, by 34 per- the campaign expected
cent to 23 percent. The poll Mondale to receive a boost
was published in yester- in the October polls from
day's editions of The Wash- his endorsement by the
AFL-CIO and National Edington Post.
In an earlier Gallup sur- ucation Association and
vey of 638 Democrats and the publicity surrounding
441 independents Oct. 21- those endorsements.
24, Mondale led Glenn, 40
"BUT OUR comeback
percent to 21 percent. In
September, the figures shows, as we have said all
were the same as those for along, how volatile these
this month.
polls can be," White said.
William White, Glenn's "With the latest numbers,
campaign manager, said we are back to where we

WASHINGTON (AP) -A
poll that shows Sen. John
Glenn appearing to gain on
Walter Mondale more realistically reflects the race
for the Democratic presidential nomination than a
previous survev, a Glenn
spokesman said yesterday.
This month's Gallup poll
of adults in more than 300
localities nationwide concluded that former Vice
President Mondale leads

were at the end of summer
and back to numbers that
more realistically reflect
the status of the race."
However. Maxine
Isaacs, Mondale's press
secretary, said that if the
poll's margin of error is
taken into account,
"there's no indication that
anything has changed."
"The polls for Mondale
have been extraordinary in
the past couple of
months," Isaacs said.

"Mondale's running very
strongly against Glenn
even In this latest Gallup
poll. The numbers are very
good for us."
Isaacs said the campaign wasn't discouraged
bythepoll nor did it intend
to alter campaign strategy
because of it. And she cited
an earlier Gallup poll that
showed Glenn falling behind Mondale in electability when pitted against
President Reagan.

"He-(Glenn) had based
much of his own campaign
strategy in the last few
months or. the 'electability'
argument, which had to do
with his ability to beat
Reagan and his doing better against Reagan than
Mondale," she said. "Mondale's now taken that away
from him."
In the latest Gallup poll,
Jesse Jackson was the
choice of 8 percent of voters surveyed and 1972 pres-

Support of Taiwan disturbs China
PEKING (AP) - Two
measures in the U.S. Congress that support Taiwan
nave disturbed ChineseU.S. relations and cast
some doubt on President
Reagan's plans to visit

China in April.
Reagan is expected to
sign an appropriations bill,
passed by Congress in midNovember, which !~.cks
Communist China's application to join the Asian

Development Bank. But
the bill also says that Taiwan - which still claims to
be the legitimate government of all China - should
remain a full member of
the bank.

The holiday season is almost here!
Don't wait til the last minute!

The vote prompted a formal protest from the
Chinese government on
Nov. 25, the second in a
week, warning of "grave
consequences'* for relations with the United
States.
The first time U.S. Ambassador Arthur Hummel
was summoned by Zhu Qichen, assistant Chinese
foreign minister, was Nov.

{Christmas trees!

18. The Senate Foreign Re- ton and infringed on
lations Committee had China's internal affairs.
passed a resolution saying
Taiwan's future should be
Hu Yaobang, secretarysettled "peacefully, free of general of the Chinese
coercion and in a manner Communist Party, said
acceptable to the people on without an acceptable U.S.
Taiwan."
response to the protests,
PEKING, which claims Reagan's visit might be
Taiwan as one of its 22 canceled, as would Prime
provinces, said both votes Minister Zhao Ziyang's
betrayed a lingering "two- planned trip to the United
Chinas" policy in Washing- States in January.
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Atari Computers plus rebates make a great Christmas.
one:-

. . .

14

v::;iinmr ""

^yy."1 Our price
— 100.00 Atari rebate

Cost alter rebate

Atari 400 Personal Computer
Learning and entertainment center with a 16K programmable memory, color graphics, 4-voice sound system and
a variety of accessories Popular entertainment (Pac-Man,
Centipede), educational and home management programs
are available to add to this basic system

by The Associated Press

The crash of an Avianca
Boeing 747 near Madrid's
Barajas airport on Sunday
took 183 lives, making it
one of the 10 worst air
disasters.
Here is a previous list of
the worst airline crashes
worldwide:
1. March 1977: 582 killed
in a collision of two Boeing
747s operated by Pan
American and KLM at the
airport on Tenerife in
Spain's Canary Islands.
2. March 1974: 346 killed
in the worst single-plane
accident when a Turkish
DC-10 crashed 26 miles
northeast of Paris.
3. Aug. 19, 1980: 301
killed in a fiery emergency
landing of a Saudi Arabian
L-1011 jet at the airport in
the Saudi capital of Riyadh.
4. May 25,1979: 273 killed
when an American Airlines DC-10 crashed on
takeoff in Chicago.
5. November 1979: 257
killed when an Air New
Zealand DC-10 taking tourists to the South Pole

struck a mountain in Antarctica.
6. December 1974: 191
killed when a chartered
Dutch DC-8 returning Indonesian Moslems from
Saudi Arabia went down in
Sri Lanka.
7. August 1975: 188 killed
when a chartered Moroccan Boeing 707 crashed
near Agadir, Morocco.
8. November 1978: 183
killed when a chartered
Icelandic Airlines DC-8
crashed short of an airport
in Colombo, Sri Lanka.
9. December 1981: 180
killed when a chartered
Yugoslavian Inez-Adria
Airways DC-9 slammed
into a fog-shrouded mountain near Ajaccio, Corsica.
Three separate crashes
each killed 176 people: A
Soviet Aeroflot crash near
Moscow in October 1972;
the collision of a British
Airways Trident and a Yu5oslav DC-9 near Zagreb,
ugoslavia, in September
1976; and the crash of a
Jordanian Boeing 707 at
Nigeria's Kano airport in
January 1973.

Bowling Green, OH

352-1195

•all utilities included *gas heat •laundry
facilities "drapes • carpet •party & game
room •swimming pool • sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished

K-JL*JI n I

49.86

Isaacs said polls indicate
that Mondale has shown a
lot of strength in black
communities.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

.-«-

99.86 Our price
-50.00 Atari rebate

"Whenever a new candidate gets in the race, he
takes from somebody else.
Jackson certainly has a
right to run, and if he takes
some points from Mondale
at this stage, then so be it.
That's life."

Madrid crash
joins 10 worst

214 Napoleon Road

H II,H.»f H 'I M i

) | |

ing in the poll.

Meadowview Court
Apartments

□ ATARI 400

li ii.ll I'

idential nominee George
McGovern was the choice
of 7 percent.
Sen. Alan Cranston, DCalif., received support
from 3 percent of those
surveyed, former Florida
governor Reubin Askew
Sot 2 percent, and Sens.
.ary Hart, D-Colo., and
Ernest Hollings, D-S.C,
received 1 percent.
Isaacs said it's not clear
whether Jackson was a
factor in Mondale's stand-

199.94

Cost alter rebate

Atari 1200XL Home Computer
The Atari 1200XL Computer has it all! 64K RAM computing
power, compact, streamlined profile, unique, state-of-theart features Brilliant 256-color graphics and 4-voice sound,
electronically lockable full-stroke keyboard, user self-test
system, help key. foreign character set to communicate in
European languages, tour advanced programmable function keys and left-hand side loading lor easy cartridge
insertion, plus more

39.90

364.88

Data Cassette Recorder
Allows you to use the many quality
programs available on cassette
tapes as well as save programs
that you write yourselt. #410

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$300-furnished $280-unfumished
plus lights
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

i

$225-furnished $200-unfurnished
all utilities included separate bedroom
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease.

Atari Disc Drive
Store text, data or
programs permanently on compact,
easy-lo-handle 5'/."
diskettes. Each
holds up to 127K
bytes of information #1050

CONTACT
LENSES SALE

ON EXTENDED WEAR CONTACT LENSES
89.62 Our price
— 30.00 Atari rebate
W«7aOa£ Cost after rebate
Atari 2600 Game Console
Includes Pac-Man game cartridge at no extra cost. Also
receive from Atari a coupon book worth $60 on selected
2600 game cartridges. Good through March, 1984.

Good Value* Every

Day for Family,
Home, Auto k Farm

149.94 Our price
— 30.00 Atari rebate

Bring in your soft lenses
and trade op to extended
wear lenses and receive

OFF
lvi9H Cost after rebate
Atari S200 Super System Game Console
Includes Pac-Man game cartridge at no extra cost.

Andersons General Store

518 Illinois Ave., Maumee • Mon.-Sat. 8-9 • Sun. 10-5
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•sports/wrapFalcon cagers win;
down Oilers 70-55
by Marc Delph
assistant sports editor

For the 1,850 basketball fans who
saw Bowling Green beat NAIA 'little
guy' Findlay College in Saturday's
season opener at Anderson Arena, the
only thing to be thankful for over the
Thanksgiving weekend was the 70-55
victory. The rest was pretty thankless.
A 23 percent field goal shooting
average by the Falcons in the second
half would have allowed the out-talented Oilers back into the game after
BG blew them out in the first half, 4329. But a lackluster two-for-10 foul
shooting performance by FC helped
keep the Falcons from embarrassment.
BG WAS saved by their 86.7 percent
free throw stint in the final half.
"I don't think we got anything positive out of it," BG head coach John
Weinert said. "We didn't play particularly well. I don't want to downplay
the fact that Findlay came in and
played hard. If they would have made
some shots when it was down to eight,
they could have put us away."
Weinert was referring to the point
in the second half when the Falcons
went 6:39 without scoring. The
scoreboard displayed a comfortable
53-35 BG advantage with 12:06 left in
the contest that quickly went to a 53-15
edge with just 5:29 remaining when
BG center Bill Faine ended the dry
spell with a layup to increase the
margin to 10,55-45.
Again, the Falcons went three more
minutes while only putting together
four points via free throws by guard
Keith Taylor and forward David Jenkins. The Oilers, however, blew three
one-and-one charity chances and
could only manage a 15-foot jumper
by FC Junior forward Steve Buddelmeyer.
''Our shooting was terrible," Oiler
coach James Houdeshell said. "When
you get free shots you've got to hit
them. You've got to make those free
throws. We had opportunities to stay
in the game, but our foul shooting was
unreal."

FALCON FORWARD Colin Irish,
had one of his worst days on the Geld
going two-of-nine and totalling just six
points. But, Irish did have the day's
best performance on the boards with
11 rebounds. A much-smaller FC outrebounded the Falcons, 39-35.
When Jenkins was anounced into
the starting lineup to the Anderson
Arena crowd, an extra cheer arose for
the senior all-Mid-American Conference forward from fans who knew of
his pre-season problems. Jenkins had
surgery on his ankle and his starting
date was questionable. He scored 17
points on the afternoon, just behind
Faine, who had a game-high 18 points.
"He (Jenkins) nas to play himself
back into shape," Weinert said. "We
just can't scrimmage, so we have to
use these games to bring him back."
Another promising note was the
fact that the predecessor to the graduated all-everything point guard David Greer was named the Ohio
Company Player-of-the-Game. That
being sophomore Brian Miller, and
his 11 points and seven assists was
good enough for the honor.
"I thought Brian did a good job,"
Weinert said. "For a first game, he
did outstanding."
LATELY, MILLER, much to his
dismay, has been suffering from a
bombardment of comparisons to
Greer. However, he said the members
of the team are not among the comparers, though they are not yet completely used to his different style.
"Today helped a little " Miller said.
"They might not have the confidence
in me as they did with David, but I
just go out and play my game.
"He (Greer) plays a whole different style. I think I'm a little more
penetrating and I wanted to try to fast
break a litSe more."
Taylor added nine points to the
effort while freshman Frank Booker
had four and Mike Maleske and Bob
Nass each scored two points.
The Falcons host Kentucky State
tomorrow night in Anderson Arena at
8 p.m.

Falcons are second
in Detroit Classic
by Ted Pcmsante
sports reporter

Bowling Green women's basketball
team opened its season last weekend
at the Detroit Classic. The Falcons
came out of the tournament with a
win against Detroit and a loss against
Georgia, but it was the loss to Georgia
that left the Falcons shaking their
heads.
The Bulldogs, ranked number one
in the nation in a number of polls,
thrashed BG, 99-50 in what turned out
to be a learning experience for the
Falcons.
"Georgia was bigger, stronger and
quicker than us, plus they have the
experience of playing top caliber
teams," BG head coach Kathy Bole
said. Bole was referring to the fact
that Georgia made it to the NCAA
Final Four last year.
"IT WAS good experience for us
because now we have faced a tough
team like Georgia so we will know
better bow to handle the situation in
the future," Bole said.
Against Detroit in the opening
game, the Falcons prevailed 6641. It
was a game in which BG trailed
Detroit up until the two minute mark
of the second half. The Falcons
grabbed the lead for the first time at
6241 when senior captain Sheri Eubanks sunk a pair a free throws.
In both games, senior Cary McGe-

hee led the Falcons with a 21-point
effort against Detroit, while she
added 17 in the loss to Georgia. Junior
Dewanna Ballou led the Falcons with
eight rebounds against Detroit, while
senior Cathy Smithey-Rahe grabbed
four boards against the Bulldogs.
"The team nas three seniors (Eubanks, McGehee and Smithey-Rahe)
and two juniors (Dina Jerinic and
Ballou). but lacks on-the-court experience.
This is primarily because last
year's starting five, which garnered
most of the playing time last season,
Saduated after leading the team to
o consecutive winning seasons.
Joining the five Falcon starters are
sophomores Rhonda Moore. Stephanie Coe, and Joelyn Shoup along with
freshmen Dawn Brown, Charlene
Parrish, Sheila Sferrella and Sherrie
Voyles.
"The girls have worked extremely
hard and all we need is time on the
court to gain the experience," Bole
said. "As long as we keep working
hard we will keep progressing."
AND THAT time will come very
soon as the 1-1 Falcons play host to
Kentucky in their opener at Anderson
Arena Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. BG
will then waste no time in traveling to
the Converse Classic at Bloomington,
Ind. on Dec. 24. The tournament field
includes Indiana, Arizona State and
Louisville.

Bowling Green's Perry Braun (left) puts a shot past Miami's Alain Chevrier (right) in Friday's game againsi the Redskins.
The Falcons went on to win 5 3 on Friday and 6 3 on Saturday.

BG icers win a pair over Miami
by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

Changes were plentiful in Bowling Green hockey team's sweep
over Miami University last weekend at the the Ice Arena.
Many changes could be seen in
the Falcons' lineup during the series against the Redskins, but the
changes did not hurt as BG's icers
won by scores of 5-3 and 7-3, respectively.
BG coach Jerry York made an
adjustment in the defensive unit by
moving freshman Mike Natyshak
to right wing and only using five
defenseman. Since the beginning of
the season York has listed six defensemen in the lineup, but
Natyshak had seen limited duty on
the blue line.
NATYSHAK DID not play in
Friday's game so room could be
made for Rob Urban to dress in his
first game of the season. Urban
like Natyshak, played at forward
but only skated one shift.
"We want to get a look at
Natyshak at toward," York said.
'His skills are better up front. He
is going to get better."
Changes did not stop in the Falcon defensive zone. Dave Randerson and Peter Wilson switched
spots at right wing. Randerson,
who used to team up with Nick
Bandescu and Iain Duncan, now
skates with Wilson's former mates
John Samanski and Gino Cavallini.
York said he likes the way Randerson is fitting in with Cavalllini

and Samanski and will stick with
those lines in this weekend's series
with top-ranked Ohio State.
The final change in the lineup,
which could be the most significant
was found between the pipes. York
started freshman Gary Kruzich on
Friday and the vetran Wayne Collins on Saturday. Normally, Collins
opens the series and Kruzich will
play in the second game.
NEITHER COLLINS nor Kruzich showed signs of having any
problems adjusting to the change.
Collins, who played in the series'
second game most of last year
saved a total of 19 Redskin shots,
and received a balanced offensive
attack from his teammates, with
six different Falcons putting the
puck in the MU net.
In the first period. Tim Hack
gave the Falcons a 1-0 lead when he
took a centering pass from Dave O'
Brian at the end of a Redskin
power play and put the puck past
starting MU goalie Alain Chevrier.
Andrew McMillin gave MU its only
hope before BG had a four goal
explosion in the second period
when he knotted the score at one.
Perry Braun began the Falcons'
second period scoring with just
2:32 expired. Braun recieved a
pass at center ice from Garry
Galley and moved along the left
side of the MU zone before putting
the puck past Chevrier.
Defenseman Mike Pikul helped
BG earn its next two goals when he
assisted Cavallini and Jamie
Wansbrough on second period

power play goals, BG's third and
Fifth goals.
THE TWO assists gave Pikul a
career total of 86 and put him 15th
on BG's list of career assist leaders, replacing Gerry Bradbury.
The co-captain also earned York's
nomination for CCHA Player of the
Week.
"Once again our balanced attack
helped us," York said. "He (Pikul)
keyed our defense."
BG defenseman Dave EUet contributed to the second period barrage when he scored the Falcons'
fourth goal, giving him a season
total of 18 points bettering last
year's total of 17.
"I thought the first period was
the worst of the six periods, especially our power plays" York said.
"The second period was probably
our best. We just played better. A
few power play goals loosened us
up a little."
The second period may have
loosened up BG, but it also forced
Chevrier to leave the game in favor
of freshman Tim Hall.
In the third period, Randerson
rounded off the Falcon scoring with
his third goal in as many games.
Greg Lukas and Todd Channel]
gave the Redskins their second and
third goals of the evening.
While the Falcons were a second
period team in the first game, they
were forced to be a third period
team in the first game. Entering
the third period, BG's icers were on
the short end of a 3-2 score.
WITH EIGHT minutes expired
in the third period, O'Brian took a

pass from linemate Hack and tied
the game at three. Just over three
minutes after O'Brian's goal, Randerson and Wansbrough scored
within 19 seconds of each other.
Randerson's goal was the game
winner and his second of the season.
"I try to concentrate on my
defense," Randerson said. "Our
right wings are defense-oriented.
Now, when I am getting the
chances I am just bearing down.
You have to cash in on your
chances."
The Falcons had been down in
the first period 1-0 when MU's Jay
Lees scored with just 1:10 remaining. John Ciotti gave the Redskins
a 2-0 lead before Duncan notched
BG's first goal of the game.
Braun tied the game at 7:59 with
a shorthanded goal, but Paul
Beimes put MU on top for the final
time in the game.
"We worked hard all series,"
MU coach Steve Cody said. "It is a
confidence factor or lack of one.
We are just unable to maintain
composure. Everybody we play
keeps asking 'How in the hell are
you guys losing the way you are
playing?"
FALCON NOTES Perry Braun
was selected the First Star of the
Game in both contests. Braun, who
York considers his most dominant
forward scored two goals and one
assist for the series. . . All nine of
Cavailini's goals on the year have
been scored on Saturday's. He has
scored in each of the last five
Saturday games.

Twelve Falcon football players receive MAC honors
Twelve Bowling Green football
players received honors from the
Mid-American Conference last week
for their play on this season's 8-3
second place squad. Including honorable mention selections, the Falcons
had the most players represented
amongst the 10 league teams.
Senior safety Martin Bayless was a
unanimous first team defensive selection. Senior linebacker Mark Emans
and junior punter Jim Phelps were
also Cabbed tor the first-team defense.
THEY JOINED BG sophomore
quarterback Brian McClure and junior tight end Mark Dowdell who
represented the Falcons on the first
team offense. McClure Joined Northern Illinois running back Darryl Richardson as the only sophomores in the
offensive selections.
Sophomore wide receiver Stan
Hunter was a second team offensive

photo/Phil Mostjrzo
leveland's Chip Banks (56) brings down Baltimore \
adium. The Browns defeated the Colts 41-23.

photo/Roger Mozzareiio

He Scores!!

Curtis Dickey (33) in Sunday s game at Cleveland Municipal

selection, while senior defensive
tackle Stu Tolle and sophomore defensive back Melvin Marshall rep-

resented the defense.
Receiving honorable mention honors were junior center Brian Johnson,

sophomore running back Darryl Story
and junior placekicker Gehad Youssef.

Browns' picks reflect success
by Ted Pastante

sports reporter

CLEVELAND - For the third week
in a row, the Cleveland Browns won
convincingly, and now have jumped
right into the middle of the playoff
picture following a 41-23 victory Sunday over the Baltimore Colts at Municipal Stadium.
The Browns are now 8-5, one game
behind the division-leading Pittsburgh Steelers, who lost to the Detroit
Lions on Thanksgiving Day.
The Browns have now moved into
the driver's seat in the wild card
chase, with the Central Divison title
not out of reach. Just three games
ago, Cleveland was 5-5 and facing the
crucial part of their schedule.
Since a loss to the Green Bay Packers, the Browns have put together
three straight solid team performances. But the three-game winning
streak has not come without some
outstanding performances from their
number one draft choices of recent
years.
OZZTE NEWSOME, who has been a
fixture at tight end since being
drafted number one out of Alabama in
1978, managed to gather in eight
passes good for 108 yards Sunday.
The eight receptions gave Newsome 332 career receptions, good
enough to become the all-time reception leader for the Browns, passing
Gary Collins in just his sixth season.
Collins set the mark In ten miam
with Cleveland.
Newsome drew praise from his
teammates, most notably quarterback Brian Sine who said, "He is
the best receiver I've had a chance to
work with in my career."
Meanwhile, Willis Adams had the
finest day of his career, grabbing
three Sipe aerials good for 86 yards
and one touchdown. It was the most
action Adams has seen since being

drafted in the first round in 1979.
The linebackers are not the only
It was a long time coming for ones responsible for the turnaround in
Adams, whose hard work on the spe- the defense with nosetackle Bob Golic
cial teams never went unnoticed by anchoring the defensive line, while
Browns' head coach Sam Rutigliano.
rookie Reggie Camp and third year
"Willis has always been a hard man Elvis Franks flank Golic on the
worker, and hopefully he is over his ends.
streak of bad luck with injuries,"
Rutigliano said.
The secondary includes two of the
Although the passing attack came hardest hitting safeties in the league
alive this past weekend, the running in Clinton Burrell and Mike Whitwell
attack has been in the reliable hands along with coraerbacks Hanford
of running back Mike Pruitt, who is on Dixon and Lawrence Johnson.
his way to another 1,000 yard season
WHITWELL HAS already knocked
with 946 yards through 13 games this out two wide receivers this season,
year. The former first round draft while Burrell leads the defensive
pick from Purdue has accomplished backs in tackles.
his impressive statistics despite missDixon, a first round choice out of
ing the most part of three games with Southern Mississippi in 1981 has bebruised ribs earlier this year.
come one of the most improved playTHE DEFENSE has come alive of ers on the team. He credits his two
late, allowing just 23 points in tbeir years' experience in the league as the
last three games, including back-to- major factor contributing to his imback shutouts.
provement.
Most of the credit goes to the linebacking corps of Chip Banks. Tom
"Now I'm playing from the neck up
Cousineau, Clay Matthews, Eddie and I don't have to rely on just my
Johnson and Scott Nicolas, three of physical ability - I'm playing more
the five linebakers were originally agressively and because of that I'm
first round draft choices, but it has making more big plays," Dixon said.
taken time for the linebacking unit to
Dixon said the defense has been
mesh because it is a relatively young gambling more of late because deone.
fensive coordinator Marty SchottenThe defensive unit as a whole, aver- heimer has been able to get the
ages three yean of experience and defense to play more as a team.
includes five players with two or less
years of NFL experience.
"We have been taking more
Banks, a second-year pro out of chances on defense to win on first
USC, has made many of the big plays down and we are covering for each
for the defense during the winning other so that creates more chances
streak. He has recorded three sacks for the big plays, which we've been
and two interceptions in the past two making lately, Dixon said.
weeks, including an interception
TheBrowns have away games the
against Baltimore that head coach next two weeks in Denver and HousSam Rutigliano called outstanding ton before coming home for their
and said, 'U don't think anyon else in showdown with the Steelers in three
the league could have made that play weeks. But the Browns aren't even
because he was rushing the passer as concerned with the Steelers, for as
the pass came his way quickly on a Sipe said, "if you look past anyone in
this league you'll get beat."
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Falcon hockey to be televised Saturday
Bowling Green hockey fans will be
offered a unique opportunity for this
Saturday's hockey showdown between BG and Ohio State. Though few
tickets remain for the actual contest,
there are still tickets remaining for a
live, closed circuit telecast of the

game to be shown in Anderson Arena.
Only 100 general admission tickets
remain available, and they will be put
on sale Wednesday morning at 9 a.m.
They are expected to sell out shortly
thereafter.
BECAUSE OF the great demand to

see the third-ranked Falcons battle
the top-ranked Buckeyes, students
and fans are being offered the novel
opportunity to see the game in Anderson Arena. A nine-foot by 12-foot
screen will be erected in Anderson
Arena for the live telecast.
P—oe CoeHWon MiiMny
Wed. Nov. SO 7:00 PM
FecuWy Uuftge-Onton
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Tickets are currently on sale at the
Memorial Hall Ticket Office. Tickets
are priced at S3 for adults, $2 for
students and youth, and $1 for students with an all-Sports Pass who
were unable to purchase a ticket to
the actual game.
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35 Dies
36 Paddock rompef
37 Social Insects
39 Interpret
Si
41 Wanting
44 Erudite
31
47 Subdue anew
49 Native of a holy
H
city
50 Energetic person 1
51 Runoff
52 African capital
54 Does a household
chore
ii
57
go bragh
171
58 19th cen. French
composer
ti
59 Church book of
feasts
61
60
|oli
61"
today..."

}

3

s

4

1

hr

;

a

9

10

14

15

r

ii

11

12

WHEN: NOV. 17. 1*8) AT 10:00 PM
SERVICES: Held last Thursday at
Main Sweat (Allss LongerenchL
this dear Irlend wal be deeply
missed by Us ooiwpantona am.
Jerry, Jwa, Rich a erten- Fara.aaL

11

I

23

124

DZ SISTERS- Hope you had a great
Thenksgrvtng Break Oat psyched lor
our dele perty1

H

40

H"

DIANE.
HAPPY BELATED BIRTH0AYMI
LOVE, STEVE

F. rmte needed tor next sarrfaeter
Apt 2 blocks, from campus Cat
Antotoatle or Tammy 352-8371
FUN FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
TO SHARE TWO SDRM. APT WITH
TWO OTHER OWLS FOR SPRtNQ
MM. MO FURH. APT. CLOSE TO
CAaaytJRIataMI.

SHOES-Brooxes and Converse
(Selected Styles) 6096 Of F
Looker Room.

F
RMTE
NEEDED FOR APT
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. FRIENDLY
RMTES SPRING SEMESTER HEX
PENSTVEIi CALL 352-4161

atese Drear
Oat exceed for me Alpha ON
ALMOST NORMAL Crush Semi-For
mai thai Saturday Your daleTW

TROYTnar* you tor a wonderful time We
have been through a greet deaf together I appreciate you being there
tor me I Love You. People

■»52-5e64.

from The Oetewey
3*2-4112.

RMTE. NEEDED TO SHARE 2
. APT. WITH 2 OTHER QUYS
FOR SPR. SEMESTER. ITH A ELM.
J150IMO FURN 372-5111.
ROOMMATE NEEDED. OWN BEDROOM. 2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
CALL 354-1879 AFTER 8 PM.
Female wanted immediately to share
1 brjna. turn. apt. ctoee to campus.
SISOVmo plus estc. Cal 352-9261
after 8pm.
1 Mate roomate needed to share
apaikweiit. Ckwa to campus. S90par
month. 352-8331
Need female to fa apertmanl and
male to m house Cal 352-7385

overall
(13-0)
(11-2-1)
(13-1)
(10-3)
(9-5)
(10-4-1)
(10-4)
(9-2)
(6-2)
(6-4)

POLL
votes Pts
8S
(6)
86
(11
80
(2)
76
(1)
49
46
35

34
12
12

Attractive, loyal. 21 yr. ok) F to work
M Com City B. s Reetourant
Oaataar, OH. 2 or 3 oves/wk Ntgnta
wi be flexxHe according to mgmt.
Must have resume For interview eel
Dorothy 538-8883 or 278-3871
Tyatet needed at Muaanl PaMealer Must be sveheble Thureoays
IflO s.m. - 3 00 p.m. 45 wpm Ikao. Peattton posted at Saadtal

FOR SALE
Don't pay rant - Oam year own
■estate home. Cell Broker Reeky I5.v*aa-.

FOR RENT
CLOW TO CAMPUS: 120 E. Read
• I. 2 beoVms. Available Spring
limiMsr. Cat! lath 154-1184 or
Chert 352-oeei.
2 bdrm. house does to campua.
Furnished wlarge garage. Aval. Jan.
thru June 364-2132.

NEED 1-2 M. RMTES FOR BIG APT
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. HAVEN
HOUSE. S136/M0. ONLY PAY
ELEC. OAS HEAT CALL BOS OR
JEFF 362-3181

Senior Grad Mala
1 Vacancy Double Room
Kitchen Private Entrance
Ctoae lo University
352-8043

M
RMTE
NEEDED SP
SEM
1120/EA MO OL06E TO CAMPUS
MCE 1 BORM FURN APT CALL
LATE EVENING 352-0808

tOEAL FOR TWO
Fern, apt tor
ran) from end el Dec to aid Mai.
Ctoee to cenpu*. Pay only 1550
each t alec tor the eomeetor. For
listens, oak 352-7HB.

Hypnotic Tapes For Improving
Memory I Concentration I Pertors I Awtlltls. UM777.

WANTED

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Female Grad student or lacutty membar to share beautiful rane room. turn,
home In country unM Aug. 1. 1983.
Just 5 nan. from campus SISOrmo.
ptjsutl (appro. tS0| wa have own
bedroom, garage space, use of dinng room, lamty room, tvtog room,
Mchen with dinette ares. 13 acne of
wooded tot to roam. Maytag washer
/dryer, telephone answering service.
security system For more nformeaon cal 362-8308

F Rmte. for Spr. Sam Fum. apt Ctoae to campua. Jan. rant payed.

Come One. Come AJT""
Monte Carlo Nsght at the French
One. t, (40. Free AdntteOear M News Editorial A Advertising Heft: Wei my heir s been cut, my
eyes ripped off. my head is perhaiy
decapitated and I have paper cape m
my ears I think I need a vacation Hey Bob. want to go to Civ
caooTERNa:.

2 FEMALE ROOMTS FOR SPPJNG
185 OO/ MO 4 ELEC AND PHONE
IQAS HEAT AND STORE NO)
CLOSE TO CAMPUS - 3RD 6 ELM
CALL NOW 352-7170

Thanks for your support In the recent
Ugly Bartender Conlesl"
Map, HowardaOjOH

m

A treat oar o< Me

ACROSS
50 Settle
1 Shearer ol
53 Campaign team
ballet tame
member
6 Abbr. demanding 55 Vigorous spirit
speed
56 Looped fabric
10 Courtroom figure: 62 Drudgery
Abbr.
63 Florence's river
13 Perfume
64 Le
.Smiley's
14 CotyorClair
creator
15 Noggin
65 Grand ole Nash
16 Claiborneof
villesite
cookery
66 Bearing
17 Rocky eminence 67 Birch kin
18 Solecism
68 Prefix with phyte
19 Passages for
69 Goals
troops making
70 Lasso feature
sorties
21 Sound of surf
22 Byway
23 Infused
DOWN
25 Judged
1 Apples, for short
29 Headdress for a
2 Other: Sp.
princess
3 Type of type:
31 This:Sp.
Abbr.
32 Partakes
4 Fence
34 Needlework
5 Sock pattern
expert Wilson
6 Urban problem
38 Like some foods
7 Cache
40 Firedog
8 Art course.
42 Shoe leather
(or short
43 "Der
"
9 Cyrus'domain
45 Cellar or box
10 Speller's quintet
46 Delegate-at
11 Allghieri
48 See 37 Down
12 Fed the kitty

KAT, SMOKM' a osns
Hope you're exceed for December
3rd. 'cuz wa aura ere' Oat ready tor
one surprise alter another
Love. Day. Mickey » MM

THE BOSU PARTY TEAM WANTS
TO WISH THEIR YOUNGEST MEMBER, DEBBIE JENTtS. A HAPPY BDAY NOV 28

Check ue tor tow

4.

••rTiBfOWTeW"
PommeretBje 1st Performance
WEDNE3QAY NWHT

SERVICES OFFERED

Pematxa
TYPua

The Air Force offers medical internships in. medical technology, clinical
psychology and dietetic specialties.
Applications for other Health
Professionals meeting Air Force Biomedical Science Corps requirements
may be accepted You can enjoy
regular working hours, 30 days of
vacation with pay. and opportunities
for professional development with
an excellent compensation package
Find out what the Air Force offers
Alhed Health Specialists.
Contact:
Tsgt. Michael Czulno
Phone: Call Collect
(216) 522-4325

Tickets for the telecast are available at the Memorial Hall Ticket
Office daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tickets will also be on sale following
tomorrow night's basketball game
with Kentucky State. Tickets will also
be on sale Saturday.

WMPUCOACHES'

team
1) Ohio St.
2) Minn.
3)BGSU
4) North. Dek.
5) Wiscon.
6) Mich. Tech
7)MSU.
8| RPI
9) Boston U.
10) Prov.

HELP WANTED
Counselors needed tor local Boy
Scout Camp Need water safety instructor, aquatic exfae. nature Instructors, high adventure, scout
craft, new sports A range Instructor.
Cat (419| 422-4358 or Put-Han-Sen
Council 2100 Broad, Fsxaay, OH

45840
Make Money Working At Home
Be flooded with offers' Detaaa-Rueh
sen addressed stamped envelope lo
T.C.. Oapt. A. 461 ThursBn Manor.
Apt 301 Bowing Green OH 43402

THEM NEWS
Neode a Wad. • Fri. morning
Circulation Parson
Starting Spring Semester
MUST be dependable, have car
and flexible a.ev schedule
Apply BO News 1M Unhr. Ha*

Earn doears seaVig Avon Products.
For more Information please cal
Phyla at 352-5833.

1 bdrm urwjmtehed apt Free heat cornea «i handy on those coW winter
Nghts. Free sewer and water too1
Cal Newtove Mgmt 362 5820
2 bdrm apt turn 1250'mo
Aval Jan. to May.
Cal 362-1276
Houeee 1 acts, dose to campua lor
'84-86 school year. 1-287-3341
In BG. 2 bdrm. fum apt. Laundry
room, saune 4 pool S300/mo. Cal 1647-7886, ask tor Sharon.

M;C,«
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GET ACQUAINTED

141
tb

44

with BG's newest magazine

14?
S4

51
56

MISCELLANY

1

»

61

ii

64

n

.7

enter our "Night on the Town" drawing,

M

69

NOT
KNOWING
THE RISKS
ISYOOR
GREATEST
RISK.

1 st Prize: Dinner for two at Chuck Muer's Roadhouse
Limousine service to and from Chuck Muers
Flowers from Myles Flowers
2nd Prize: $50 Gift Certificate from Klever's Jewelers
3rd Prize: $25 Gift Certificate from the Falcon House
Limo compliments of Ed Oberhaus Collection
DROP ENTRIES AT INFO BOOTH IN UNION
Deadline: Wed.. Dec. 7, 5p.m.

ri

I:

NAME

i
J ADDRESS
I

AMBUCAN
CANCER
SOOETV

PHONE* _
Winners Announced in the December 12th Edition of MISCELLANY
LOOK FOR ITI
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| WHAT ARE YOU DOING THIS SUMMER?

CHALLENGE YOURSELF!
CONSIDER:
• $600 - 6 wks. paid training
• Scholarship opportunities
• No obligations

#
A *40 value for only *12.50
with any *8.50 purchase of Merle Norman cosmetics
Sixteen Silky Shadows for your eyes. A rainbow of color In all the latest fashion
shades. And two sponge applicators. And a Trimllne Eye Pencil. And a
beautifully decorated hand mirror. We call it "Mirror. Mirror".. .and It's Merle
Norman's special offer to make your holidays more beautiful. A great gift for
you or someone else... but hurry.
m-ii an a r f\s\m*\f\f\<
Tim oUrr •■ ,ood Ihroufh December jl

108) ehile luppliei Ian

ItKeUfc I IC Jf\\

Ha[

Thr Plarr for ihr (iMorn Face'
NIIHIH.

190 South Main

ROTC BASIC CAMP
For Details:
Call Capt. John Cogley
At 372-2476
Rm. 151 Memorial Hall
Bowling Green, OH 43403

ROTC

t.ioimii- Id II

352-7060

LEADERSHIP • DISCIPLINE • PRIDE • CONFIDENCE
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